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Abstract: A well planned reuse is a precondition to fulfil short release times and
high quality demands for an embedded system development. System families have
become an accepted method addressing these problems. In this paper we present a
five  step  process  extension  of  the  Family-Oriented  Requirements  Engineering
method out of [1] and [2] towards the development of embedded systems. We inte-
grated of models originating from the hardware, the hardware abstraction, and the
application level. With a digital video example used in several student projects we
show the applicability of the method extension. Developers will benefit of this ex-
tension by clearly defined methodical steps leading to a formalized feature model
of an embedded system and customers can choose their desired variant as feature
set, that can be automatically validated.

1 Introduction

The demand for short release times with a high product quality has lead to prefabricated
components used within embedded system families to ensure a planned reuse. This has to
be considered in all phases of the system family development. Especially the configura-
tion of the final system with its hard- and software modules is a vital part of the develop-
ment. Requirements originating from the underlying hardware, design decisions and tech-
nological constraints imply changes to the configuration of the family. The challenge of
keeping the configuration information in a consistent state while developing the system
family is only supported with an extended and formalized version of feature models.

In this paper we present an extension of the Family-Oriented Requirements Engineering
(FORE) development method towards embedded systems. First, we emphasize on the im-
portance of feature models for the task of configuring an embedded system family. The
key issue of our extension of the conventional FORE method towards embedded systems
is its methodical support of the hardware, the hardware abstraction and application level
of embedded systems. Development assets for these three abstraction levels will be con-
secutively integrated  into  a  formalized  feature  model  of  the  embedded  system. Con-
straints and relations between features originating from each of the three levels can easily
be added to the feature model. To show and explain our new extension, we use a digital
video system as an example.

There are two expected benefits of the FORE extension presented in this paper. First, de-



velopers will be guided through the requirements engineering phase of embedded system
family development and step by step a formalized feature model will be elaborated. Sec-
ondly, customers can now choose features out of the formalized feature model, to select
an own variant. Features are easy to understand for customers and in addition, for a fea-
ture selection it can be checked whether it is valid and can be built.

This paper is about an extension to FORE. Thus, besides a brief overview of feature
modeling and system family development, in the following state-of-the-art section we
give an introduction to FORE.

2 State-of-the-Art

A way to describe and model variabilities of system families by means of features was
initially described in FODA (Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis) [3] and further devel-
oped in [4], [5] and [6]. Features describe the system family for a future user, so that he
can choose an own application based on the features of the family. Features should de-
scribe an important,  distinguishable,  user visible aspect,  quality or  characteristic of a
software system or system. Based on own experience and analyses made by [4] and [6],
features are very well suited for users or customers, to understand the system quickly and
thus make a sound choice of their desired system based on the features offered.
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Figure 1: Feature Model of a Digital Video System Family

Throughout this paper we will use a prototypically developed embedded system, a digital
video system family. On top of a Linux system we used vdr  [7] as extensible, plug-in
based software platform. A small subset of the features of the digital video system family
are shown in  Figure 1. Features are hierarchically organized starting with the concept
node at the root of the tree. All leaves with only mandatory markers up to the root of the
tree belong to the core of the system family. In  Figure 1 these features are “MPEG-2”
and “Video”. The other features form the variabilities of the family. In this example one
could choose to buy the “MP3” feature to play audio files. With the “requires” and “ex-
cludes” constraints we can further limit the possible choices of a set of features in the



tree. For a given feature we can state, that another feature is required or must be ex-
cluded, as this is modeled for the “Parental Control” feature, which simply locks the re-
mote control and thus would be useless with the possibility of a direct control panel at
the hardware system.

Out of all features a customer can choose a subset which will suffice his needs. In case
the feature selection is valid it forms a new member of the system family, but the validity
of a feature model can only be checked with a formalized model. In the next section such
a formalized model will be shortly introduced.

2.1Extended Feature Models

Feature models had to be extended to reflect different kinds of relations between fea-
tures. Such relations arise from technological hard- and software constraints. In the best
case these constraints can be elicited in the requirements engineering phase and have to
be propagated to the feature model. Other constraints are elaborated within the design
phase or may originate from implementation specific details.

In  [8] and  [2] feature models are extended by constraints that can be processed in an
automated way. Over 20 new and pre-defined constraints are available for a feature de-
veloper to be used with the corresponding data model. As shown in Figure 2, constraints
can be defined between several features using the FORE Feature Constraint Language
(FCL) [8]. As an example, mathematical constraints “m1” and “m2” are shown. We proc-
ess digital TV signals with the video system, referred to the “DVBCard” feature.

DVBCard [No.]

Timeshift PIP

m1 m2

Figure 2: Extended Feature Models

As mandatory parameter feature the number of DVB cards is required. By the time the
“Timeshift” feature is chosen, the constraint “m1” has to be true. The “Timeshift” feature
allows the user to interrupt current TV shows at any time. For the time of the interruption
the systems stores the TV show on the hard disc. As soon as the user wants to continue
watching the TV show, the stored data is presented. Because of hardware constrains we
need at least two DVB cards to accomplish this task. With the first DVB card we receive
the TV signal and store the data, with the second DVB card we decode and display the
previously stored data stream. Thus, “m2” in  Figure 2 also requires at least two DVB
cards, referred by the parameter feature attached to “DVBCard”. The same constraint
was defined for the “Picture In Picture” (PIP) feature. Here, the user can watch two TV
channels at the same time while one channel is displayed as small picture inside the sec-
ond channel, that is shown in full size. Again, at least two DVB cards are needed to
watch two different channels at the same time.

Constraints are defined in a language similar to the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
[9]. Thus, the feature model can be checked in an automated way for consistency and



each feature set can be validated against the constraint rules. As a result, we can proceed
in the development process with valid feature selections, that are variants of the family.

In  [10] and  [11] a Product Configuration Modeling Language (PCML) and the corre-
sponding tools are described. With PCML configurable products can be modeled and
single variants of this product can be derived. In contrast to PCML we use an extended
feature model to hold the constraints limiting the number of variants in the family. Thus,
we don't need a translation of features to PCML. The inference engine described in [11],
supporting the users configuration task is not yet part of our approach, but will be consid-
ered in further research efforts.

An Eclipse [12] plug-in for feature modeling can be found at [13]. With this plug-in fea-
tures can be modeled hierarchically together with constraints, that can be freely defined
as Prolog statements. This feature modeling tool is a good choice for the inclusion in a
tool chain, to establish and develop an embedded system family.

2.2Features Within Family-Oriented Development Methods

All system family development methods model the commonalities and variabilities of the
family in question. Family-Oriented Abstraction, Specification, and Translation (FAST)
[14] developed by Lucent Technologies uses scenarios with variability points, to distin-
guish between common and variable parts. In addition, a decision model guides through
the creation process of an application out of the family. The goal of FAST is to develop
an own language for each domain, with which family members will be “coded”. Together
with a tool chain for the language a FAST family would be complete.  Variabilities are
captured in textual documents and decision models. For customers without a sound tech-
nical background it is hard to understand the variabilities of the family. Here, the benefits
of feature models are missing.

The component-based application development (KobrA)  [15] offers three processes to
develop a system family. Within the Context Realization a business model of the family
will be developed. The second phase, the Framework Engineering, leads to a reference
architecture of the family to be used for all family members. In the third phase, KobrA
components will be developed,  so they can be used within the previously developed
framework.  KobrA uses a decision model to capture commonalities and variabilities of
the family, just like FAST. Decisions will be resolved using typed parameters. Relations
between decisions are part of the model but cannot be automatically processed. Again,
non-technical customers will have a steep learning curve to understand the family with its
benefits and the developers of the family need to put extra effort into handling and main-
taining the important decision model.

System family development methods, like FOPLE [5] or FeatuRSEB [15], use features to
model the commonalities and variabilities of the family. They are perfect to communicate
with customers. As stated in the last section, feature models are the most intuitive way to
model commonalities and variabilities. For the complete integration of feature models in
a development method they need to be processed in an automated way. Current methods
won't offer  an automated processing of their feature models.  Thus,  we integrated the
positive sides of the system family development methods with the power of extended fea-



ture models into a new method.

2.3Developing System Families with FORE

The Family-Oriented Requirements Engineering (FORE) Method [8], [2] is composed of
three main building blocks. The requirements engineering phase for the system family,
the data model holding all development assets and the requirements engineering phase
for an application derived out of the family.

Within the requirement engineering phase for the system family we start with a tailoring
step where the document model is set up (tailored), to reflect the company specific struc-
ture of specification, user and developer documents. Gathering domain knowledge is of
course not only ordering and reading books. The complete development team and its
management need to perform an in depth study of the domain in question. Enough time
has to be planned for this task to avoid very expensive misunderstandings later on. Leg-
acy systems and possible future systems are then analyzed to elicit the requirements and
features per system. We end up with a requirements and feature list for each system.
Within the synchronization step all requirements and features are re-organized into a re-
quirements and feature  model,  while keeping their  relation to the originating system,
which becomes a variant in the FORE data model. The scoping step is important for the
strategic planing of the future development steps. Out of the complete feature model a
subset has to be chosen to form the first version of the family. Nevertheless all features
will be considered for the derivation of the first architecture version. Thus, a roadmap for
the future development of the family can be created, without risking an architectural drift.
After a review the commonality / variability analysis improves the feature model with ad-
ditional relations between features, that may even originate out of the next technology se-
lection step. We will discuss this in the next section. Based on the feature model and the
chosen technology a first version of the family architecture can now be derived.

The six building blocks of the data model, as shown in Figure 3, start with the require-
ments model. Requirements are kept as simple textual sections, organized hierarchically
with freely defineable relations between requirements. These relations are also formu-
lated using FCL and thus, they can be automatically processed. The stakeholder model is
a “Who is Who” for the current family development. Requirements and later on features
will be related to the stakeholders who initially formulated them, to keep the original
sources of information in the data model. As already stated above, the document model is
a structural description of the documents to be created during the development of the
family. Relations of data model elements to the corresponding parts in a documentation
are modeled. This structure together with a style description is then used to automatically
generate the developer and user documentation, as well as the specification document.
Although generated documents outdate very fast, in fact they may be outdated by the
time they have been printed, they have to be printed for legal reasons and for better read-
ability, since some stakeholders don't like reading documents on a computer monitor. A
glossary is  kept  to  improve  the quality of  the documentation. Readers  can exchange
terms on the fly or they can even “ask” the system to explain terms they don't understand.
References are provided within a database accessible over a network, to keep the over-
head of referencing as small as possible while writing documents. Additionally, all data



elements should be traced to the relevant references, what improves the readability and
comprehension of the model. As in FAST and KobrA, FORE also includes the concept
of a decision model. FORE uses the decision model to guide a customer through the fea-
ture selection process. For each feature the possible decisions and assigned questions are
kept in the model, so the system is able to guide through the feature model with “ques-
tion-answer” pairs. For successfully validated and implemented feature sets a variant is
stored in the system. The key concept of the data model is the Extended Feature Model
(EFM) and is located between the requirements model and the UML design models.

Figure 3: FORE Development Process

All model elements can be related to each other. A set of requirements can relate to a fea-
ture out of the feature model and a feature can point to the relevant design elements. The
relation of any element to any other element, namely traceability, is realized as own ele-
ment in the FORE data model and is expressed in FCL. On the implementation side the
model is realized as XML-Schema [16] and the relations are based on the XML Linking
Language  [18]. Together with the formal description of relations expressed in FCL an
automated consistency checking and processing of the data model and the extended fea-
ture model is possible.
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Finally, the requirements engineering phase for an application as member of the system
family uses the assets developed and stored in the data model. While inside the problem
analysis a customer will be questioned in a system family specific way. His requirements
need to be “fit into” existing family features. At this stage a very important task is to de-
scribe the system family using the wording of the customer, so he understands what the
family offers. It is important to note, that customer requirements can often be related to a
configuration of features. As we will see in the next section, features relate to compo-
nents, which are configurable plug-ins in our example. Thus, we can simply “adjust” the
components a  feature  relates  to,  to  satisfy the  customer needs.  Within the alignment
phase we check whether the customer raises requirements or features that are not present
in the family. Based on our complete feature model we had (before we did the scoping),
the strategic planing and financial issues, we decide whether the customer can be satis-
fied with an application out of our family or not. To configure an application all parame-
ter features need to be set to correct values. These values will be checked using the con-
straints attached to the modeled relations between the parameter features. Finally, within
the derivation step an application with the corresponding documentation will be created.

3 Extension of FORE towards Embedded Systems

As an example, we tested our method with an embedded digital video system. For this
system the hardware and operating system requirements are strongly influenced the sys-
tem family, particularly the feature model. To address these requirements specific to em-
bedded systems the FORE method had to be applied in three iterations. Finally, we de-
veloped an embedded process extension for FORE.

1. Develop a family model for the domain. In our example we developed a model
for the domain of digital video systems.

2. Develop a family model for the hardware components of the system family. We
developed a feature model for the hardware of the digital video system, which
consists of electronic as well as the mechanical parts.

3. Develop a family model  for the operating system components.  Since we use
Linux we had to check all the relevant Kernel options to derive an optimized ker-
nel for each member of our system family.

4. Interconnect these models to reflect all the relevant constraints between the fea-
tures and the assigned hard- and software components.

5. Integrate selection criteria for equivalent components in the feature model.

Within the 1st step we developed a feature model based on freely available information
about digital video systems and the software we used, SUSE Linux [18], vdr [19] and its
plug-ins  [20]. We elicited more than sixty top level requirements and developed more
than seventy features for a family model of general digital video systems.

For the 2nd step we checked the available hardware components, while keeping relevant
requirements and features in mind. In Figure 4 a subset of this feature model is shown. In
this example there are four complex relations that need to be checked whenever a feature
choice is made. Relations “m1” and “m2” will be processed as soon as the type, size or
weight of the system case is selected or changed. The size is given as length, height,



width triple and the size ranges for the Desktop and Barebone cases are attached to the
corresponding features. Should the user selectable size of the system contradict to the
size of the selected case type, where at least one case type has to be selected, then “m2”
will evaluate to false and the current feature selection would have do be adapted to sat-
isfy “m2”. In an analogous way, the weight is checked by processing relation “m1”. Both
relations, “m1” and “m2”, are internal relations since they connect features with each
other. In contrast, “m3” is an external relation connecting a feature with two components
of the design model. Some of the current hard drives offer internal registers with the ac-
tual temperature of the drive. In case the feature “Temp” is selected only hard drives with
temperature control can be added to a new family member. In our example there are only
two hard drives one with, the other one without temperature control. In case we could of-
fer several drives with temperature control “m3” would be processed in the “Derive Ap-
plication” step of FORE method. “m3” would then contain lists of hard drives sorted by
different criteria, for example the price. The user will then be asked to give his opinion
on the price of the hard disc. Bases on his decision the system can automatically choose a
hard disc, we will discuss this in the next section. The last relation of this example is
given by “m4”, which is external as well. Based on the desired amount of RAM a main
board has to be chosen. And again, in case more than one main board would fit the con-
straint of the relation, a choice based on given criteria will be offered.
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Figure 4: Feature Model for Hardware Components

The 3rd step is needed to complete our embedded family. We analyzed the kernel con-
figuration possibilities and set up a kernel feature model. With this model the configura-
tion for a kernel compilation can be set. Thus, an optimized kernel can be built for each
application of the system family. The modular kernel concept of Linux allows us to build
very small kernels and a set of modules. With this, the kernel size changes over time and
occupies only the needed memory for the shortest possible time. Depicted in  Figure 5



and starting from the left to the right, the example subset of the kernel feature model has
the “Enhanced-BIOS” feature with which we ensure the proper operation of large hard
discs and the installation of BIOS “wake-up” timers, to start  the system even if it  is
turned off (but, of course it still has to be in “stand-by” mode!). The “Processor-type”
features enables the use of specific processor extensions of the instructions set. As mod-
eled, only one processor type can be selected. The power management of the CPU fre-
quency differs between the processor types. Thus, the frequency features are internally
related to the selected processor type. In general, none of the frequency power manage-
ment features would have to be selected, see the 0..1 cardinality for the feature “CPU
Freq.”. In case something should be selected, exactly one feature can be selected and this
feature  automatically  requires  the  correct  processor  type  for  the  system. Finally,  the
ACPI features can be selected to get enhanced control over the fan speed and thus, the
noise of the system. With the temperature sensor the system controls a shut-down in case
of overheated components. Finally, the operation mode of the “shut-down” button for the
system can be changed with the “Button” feature.
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Figure 5: Kernel Feature Model

Within the 4th step the models developed above need to be interconnect to form a single
embedded feature model. With this model we will be able to correctly derive a complete
system. We are still in the requirements engineering phase and we are still modeling on a
very abstract level. The key benefit is exactly this level of abstraction. With the models,
we can reason about choices and requirements of the customer and we will get an answer
about whether or not the customer can be satisfied with a given feature set. For a better
view in Figure 6 some of the relations and elements are left out, although they still be-
long to the model. The gray lines visualize the origin of the sub feature models.

The left part of the figure holds a small subset of the feature model originating from the
1st step, the feature model for the digital video system domain. The TV feature is for the
bare watching capability of the system and the attached EPG feature offers an electronic



program guide. For the recording feature the overall recording time has to be set as pa-
rameter.  To schedule recording ahead of the actual TV show EPG+ is recommended.
The “recommend” relation just points out interesting facts for the customer. Here, it may
be useful for the customer to have EPG+ in case he plans to schedule recordings. He
could choose a TV show using the extended EPG+ version and schedule this show with
just a button.
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The middle part of the figure originates from the 2nd step of the development method and
the right part originates from the 3rd step. For this example four new “requires” relations
and one mathematical  relation had to be modeled.  In case a  customer would like to
schedule TV show recordings, an enhanced BIOS is needed to turn on the machine to
start recording. The enhanced BIOS is also needed for the second hard disc, due to its
size. Old BIOSes would not recognize such large hard discs. The last two “requires” rela-
tions start at the main board components. Of course main boards are built for a specific
processor type, what these two “requires” relations simply reflect.

Finally, there is the “m10” relation between the overall recording time and the size of the
hard disc and is a simple mathematical relation. The more recording time a customer re-
quests the more capacity a hard disc must have.

The 5th step is the elaboration of the criteria for the selection of equivalent components.
We are using Selector Components to accomplish this task. These components contain



the data relevant for the automated decision process. For the complete support of the
component based decision process we developed an own component model extension for
the FORE data model, described in [1].
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Figure 7: Selector Component

For the digital video example we connected the selector components to the relevant rela-
tions, which is “m3” in Figure 7. In our prototypical implementation we use Ant scripts
[21] for the selector component. These scripts interactively question the customer within
the Application Derivation phase using the corresponding criteria.

4 Summary and Outlook

In this paper a requirements engineering development method for embedded systems was
presented. The method is based on FORE [7], [2] and was extended to be used with em-
bedded  systems. They key concept  of  FORE is  the  extended  and  formalized  feature
model, that is used to model the common and variable aspects of the family and at the
same time it can be automatically validated.
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Figure 8: FORE Extension for Embedded System Development

The extension of the method presented in this paper is divided into five steps. Within the
first three steps FORE will be used to elaborate and develop a feature model based on a
specific view point of the underlying system. In the last two steps the previously devel-
oped models will be integrated into a single family model of the embedded system and
the criteria for selecting equivalent components are then added. The method extension
shown in  Figure 8 was tested with a digital video system. Given the results of several
masters thesis in this area, the work is very promising and we plan to extend our method
towards a complete family development method by integrating design as well as imple-
mentation techniques.
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